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LESLIE JORDAN

  Our care and commitment to what we do and the 
runners happiness in the end is what makes us all do 
our job to the utmost

Owner & President
Certi�ed Women’s Business Enterprise

The Leslie Jordan Brand has come a long way since its successful start with Tyvek 
jackets in 1986. As the Jacket’s popularity grew, it opened the door to the active 
sports community and the need for a�ordable performance wear.

Answering the call, Leslie Jordan worked diligently to produce functional apparel for the runners, cyclists, triathletes and other 
active men and women, with moisture management fabrics that stay soft, lightweight and are great to wear.

Leslie Jordan has grown into an innovative wholesale manufacturer for performance tees, outerwear, medals, bags and acces-
sories; becoming an industry Leader for Event Apparel.  Whether a Customer is ordering form the Quick Ship Inventory 
Program or creating something completely custom, Leslie Jordan now covers every detail and color imaginable.

Independently woman owned and operated since the beginning, Leslie Jordan is still committed to providing strong personal-
ized service, to save customers both time and money.  The Corporate Headquarters, located in Portland, Oregon - is sta�ed 
with apparel design and production departments to create cutting edge garments and make sure that quality standards 
remain high.  Award winning graphic artists are ready to help customers’ generate artwork utilizing a vast array of decorating 
processes. When runners LOVE their shirts, they wear them, which helps maintain year round marketing  impact.

When you call Leslie Jordan, a live person still answers the phone.  Experiences Sales Representatives will be involved with your 
orders from start…to �nish.  The Company goal is to give you peace of mind, free up your time and provide winning products 
that shout success! 

ABOUT LESLIE JORDAN Custom Manufacturer Since 1986
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Questions?                 Call us:  800.935.3343 - we’re here to help you

Our Custom Performance Shirts are tech 
apparel for running, sporting and endurance 
events. They are breathable and moisture 
wicking - what runners want to wear.

 Any fabric! Any style! Any color! 

Start by selecting one of our many shirt styles. Whether Mens, Womens, Unisex or 
Youth - Long Sleeve or Short Sleeve, we literally have something for everyone.  

Step 1. 
Select Your Shirt(s)

Custom
Performance
Shirts

choose from
OVER

50 STYLES



just  a few style 
EXAMPLES:

Step 3. 
Select Your Options

Step 4. 
Select Your Color(s)

We work with PMS (Pantone Matching System) as a reference launch for all of 
our custom color fabrics. Our color experts can pretty much match any color you 
are looking for.

STAND OUT ! A perfect way to may your shirt a One-of-a-Kind, is by selecting side 
or arm panel options, neck and hem options, contrast flatlock stitching - just a few 
of our stand out options.

Choose from a wide selection of fabrics including high quality
performance fabrics, casual lifestyle bends,4-way stretch & more

Step 2. 
Select Your Fabric(s)

choose from
SEVERAL
shirt fabrics & textures 

TURN PAGE FOR
FABRIC SWATCHES

choose from our current
POPULAR COLORS
or we can Custom Dye
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Heather Poly & Interlock Panel

Marquis Fabric

Lattice Fabric

Heather Soft Tech

Cotton/Poly Blend

Interlock Smooth

Many fabrics 
now available in 
GRS CERTIFIED
Performance Poly

 
Fabric Samples
Available

 
Always innovative, we understand the importance of creating new fabrics.  From Mesh 
to Smooth, Texture to Blends  or even combos- you can choose any fabric for any style.Category: Fabric
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DUO
• Double Color Fabric
• 100% Performance
• Lightweight

Many fabrics 
now available in 

Performance Poly
GRS CERTIFIED

Heather Soft Tech
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Hip Zip Pocket                       Hood & Strings           Mixed Fabrics                Multi Panels

Thumb Loops                       Thumb Slits & Cu�         Zipper Garage        Contrasting Collar

Popular
CUSTOM
Options

Quarter Zips & Half Zips
APOLLO 

Inset Sleeve • Multi Panel 
Flatlock

RAGLAN SLEEVE Q ZIP
Shown with optional 

�atlock stitching

INSET SLEEVE 
Quarter Zip

MILANO Q ZIP
Raglan Sleeve • Multi Panel 

Flatlock

WAVE Q ZIP
Premium 4 way-stretch • Thumb Loop • Zipper 

Garage • Side Pocket • Re�ective Details
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ASPEN FULL ZIP HOODIE
Colored Panels & Mixed Fabric Options
Style #3975PHZ Mens • Style #7752GPHZ Womens

Many Custom Options Available

Add a Hood, Zipper or Strings to Any Shirt or Q-ZipMake it a Hoodie

Aspen Hoodies
shown in
two tone Blend Fabric

ZIP it
Ideal for year-round layering, 
our zips are true performance 
pieces for running, walking or 
everyday wear.

New Styles  & Features
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Custom OUTERWEAR MAKE IT YOUR OWN.
MANY CUSTOM OPTIONS 
TO CHOOSE FROM

Lightweight ripstop fabric with mesh lined hood & side panels. 
Custom or stock colors. Many options available. Excellent for
full sublimation print  | min 300

‘SKYLINE’ Top Layer Jacket

Go from work out to chill out  |  min. 500

All Occasion Lightweight Jacket 

Midweight Jacket Fleece OptionsNEW! ‘DURANGO’

Stock Colors | Custom Mesh Lining Colors  |  min. 500
NEW! ‘BREEZE’

DIAMOND

REFLECTIVE DIAMOND

RACE TECH

VIVA

CLOUD

TEMPO

SKYLINE

REFLECTIVE TEMPO
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‘TUSCANY’ LIGHTWEIGHT PANELED 
Performance fabric re�ective zipper & contrast color block panels

min. 300

‘RACE TECH’ LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET
Perfect for layering

min. 300

RIPSTOP ‘CLOUD’ JACKET
Lined or unlined. Many options

min. 300

 ‘CYCLONE’ JACKET 
Lightweight mesh & quick dri 
technology poly fabric combo 

min. 300

 ‘PALERMO’ JACKET 
Combed heather �eece. Hooded with contrast 

lining and smooth touch feel  |  min1200

 ‘VIVA’ JACKET 
4-Way Stretch with side zip pockets & 
re�ective icons. Optional thumb slits 

  min 1000

‘ELEMENT’ JACKET
Lightweight water & wind resistant. fabric 
& zipper. Features quick dritechnology. Zip 
pockets, drawstring hood and waistband. In 
several stock colors  |  min 500

 ‘TUSCANY’ JACKET
Raglan style full zip anti-pill 100% Poly 
fleece. Many options like: side zip pockets, 
thumb slits, reflective piping on front zipper 
and more  |  min 1000

 ‘DIAMOND’ JACKET
Lightweight and extra breathable fabric with 
side panels. Perfect for layering and loaded with 
reflective trim options  |  min 300

 ‘EDGE’ JACKET 
100% Poly Performance

1/4 ZIP also available  |  min 300

Athletic Fit

Lightweight Jackets for Year Round Events
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ANY STYLE . ANY FABRIC. ANY COLOR.
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YOUR EXISTING ART   - OR-   OUR ORIGINAL DESIGN
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tucks into pouch

Bags & Totes in Many SizesBig Variety of Drawstring Backpacks
Featured are some of our most requested bags from clear-security bags to full color sublimation printing.  We are ready to make your custom bag.

We’ve got your event covered from Head-to-Toe. Looking for a unique add
on item to give your Event & Brand ‘Year Round Marketing Exposure’ then check 

out these long lasting items, that will get used over and over. 

Custom
ACCESSORIES
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Something for everyone! 
Custom designs on some of our most popular multi use accessories.

Assorted  Accessories
As a custom manufacturer, we o�er you the 
opportunity to select the style and specific 
options to fit your budget and event needs. 
 
Style 5210 is our original microfiber five panel 
sports hat.
Style 5810 o�ers a deeper fit and more room on 
the crown for larger logos.
Style 5900 NEW! Full dye sublimated hat 
featuring all over graphic printing.
Style 5700 NEW! Classic Truckers Hat also 
available in seam to seam sublimation printing.
   
Reflective options are available as well as custom 
colors, specific closures, embroidery, transfers 
and sublimation printing.  Our visors feature 
plush terry lining for added comfort.  Beanies are 
available in a variety of styles and fabrics from 
Lycra-poly to Acrylics. 

Headwear for any event

Fleece Blankets Race Pouches & Stu� Sacks Performance Gloves

Sport
Socks

Sports Towels
Arm Warmers

STYLE #5700s

VERSATILE FACE GAITERS

STYLE #5900

STYLE #5810

STYLE #5210

Are you interested in accessory items you
don’t see in our line or  need a non-sized item?

Let us know - we welcome your questions and ideas! 
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from concept to completion... SUBLIMATION DESIGN
elevate your event!
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Think of the time & money
you’ll save by ordering 
together!  We’ve already 
got your ART, so watch  
us create amazing graphic 
Ribbons & Medals to match.
Ask about our many special 
custom medal features.

Let Us Help You .

Medals & 
Apparel Together 
Saving You 
Time & Money

NEW! 
      MEDALS
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Our in house production sta� consists of many talented designers, developers, R & D experts that handle every-
thing from sourcing new fabrics, pattern making, creating prototypes and handling shipping communications.

Leslie Jordan Production Headquarters, Portland, OR

always innovative
NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT TEAM 
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The design process concludes with an extensive QC protocol
ensuring the best print clarity or embroidery application on all
items. This includes utilizing PMS / Pantone Matching System 
color correcting through application. Press checks are performed 
with varying stages of prototypes, often times revising the art 
and files until it’s just right.

Screen Printing / Sublimation Designs / Embroidery

There is never a shortage of creative ideas from our award 
winning graphic artists. Our fully sta�ed design department is 
available to create or convert existing artwork for the Screen-
Print or Sublimation print process. 

They work with your historical event info, color specs, original or 
repurposed art to produce several design renderings for you to 
choose from.

Need ART? No Problem

Our designers work closely with our sales department to 
translate your concepts into original or revised art - resulting 
in dynamic graphics, no matter what the event.

They have perfected the transformation of vector and 
photographics  to all kinds of print and embroidery, and are 
experienced with new techniques that utilize the latest 
applications, technology  and special e�ects, such as 
reflective and glow in the dark inks.

The Creative Process

Complete design services are included with every order. 

experienced & award winning
INTERNAL GRAPHIC DESIGN TEAM
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Midnite Run - 550 Shirts
Turkey Trot - 1250 Hats
Holiday Half - 3470 ShirtsSummer Fling - 400 Tanks    
TOTAL: 5770
    = Discounts!

    
TOTAL: 5770
    = Discounts!

PACKAGE pricing available for
                 MULTIPLE events

Give us your list of events & quantities.
We’ll work with you on package pricing for the whole year,
saving you time & money!
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Leslie Jordan Warehouse, Portland, OR

low minimums
BLANKS SHIP IN 
48 HOURS

tired of wrong sizes or extra shirts?  
ask about our: 

NO WASTE 
BUY BACK PROGRAM
on stock items

1000’s of shirts
IN STOCK & ON DEMAND 

Our inventory control sta� works in close tandem 
with our sales and operations departments 
to keep up to date & accurate on demand 
stock control which in turn keeps 
our fulfillment operations 
running e�ciently.

STOCK inventory: what you want - when you want it!
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2024 COLORS of the year
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A vibrant and eye-catching bright red that 

exudes energy and vitality

�����������������	��	��
A rich and luscious hue that draws 

inspiration from the deep, velvety tones 
of a plum tree in summertime

�����������������������
��
The essence of youthful exuberance and 

fun in a playful and vibrant shade

�������������������
A color to call in the happiness and glow 

of a sunny day

����������������	�����
A vivid shade that draws inspiration from 

the juicy raspberries found in
summertime

�������������������������
 A joyful and luminous shade that 
captures the vibrant radiance of a 

sunlit day

����������������������
A soft and delicate hue inspired by the 

subtle blush or ripened peaches

���������������	����
An attention-grabbing color that 

commands attention from the get go

������������������	�	
��
A warm and inviting hue that draws 
inspiration from the natural tones of 

the earth

�����������������������
Invoking the glow from a warm and 

inviting sunset

���������������������
A captivating color that mirrors the 

serene beauty of tropical waters

��������������	�
���
An enchanting and rich color that 
embodies the essence of tranquil 

ocean depths

��������������
�� ������������������������ ������������������

�� ���������������
���
A rich and luxurious purple shade with 

deep, almost black undertones
A muted, sophisticated color that draws 

inspiration from slate stone
The shade of stillness and quietude that 

descends during the late hours
A smokey blue that embodies the subtle 
charm of hazy, mist-covered landscape
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RECYCLED poly: Lets work together to SAVE OUR EARTH
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Made from post consumer plastics now available in 
most performance and lifestyle fabrics.

Recycled polyester doesn’t require new petroleum to create, lowering the demand for new petroleum extraction and reducing 
our overall carbon footprint.  Producing recycled polyester is better for the climate, creating 75% less CO2 emissions than  virgin
polyester. By providing a use for post-consumer and post-industrial product, OUR recycled poly meets the Global Recycled Standard!

Anything they can, they re-spin to make new clothing - they break shirts down into recycled yarn, then 
restitch into a new shirt. Anything they cannot re-spin they use to make fishing nets, housing insulation, etc.
Cost is minimal - just involves shipping the overage back to us and we’ll take care of it for you.
No limit: from 5-5000 shirts left over from your Leslie Jordan purchase, reach out and we’ll give directions 
for you to send them our way!

GRS CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLY

WE PARTNER WITH A COMPANY THAT TAKES ALL OUR LEFTOVER
SHIRTS INTO A “CLOSED LOOP” RECYCLING PROGRAM



HEADQUARTERS
1930 NW 24th Ave
Portland, OR
97210

Phone  : 800.935.3343

Email   :  sales@lesliejordan.com

www.lesliejordan.com

Leslie Jordan, inc.


